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Abstract:
Project Argticle is a learning resource that provides students with annotations of chosen
articles. Infographics and comics are included to benefit visual learners. It aims to help
Secondary 2 students who struggle with exposition. Several face the problem of having
insufficient case studies for their expository essays. Through our student-friendly
resource, students will undoubtedly benefit . Our resource will suit the needs of different
students; videos for audio learners and infographics/comics for visual learners.
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Introduction

1.1

Rationale

Most Secondary 2 students in Hwa Chong have just started learning to write this type of
essays and are unsure of sufficient case studies to use for their essays.
1.2

Objectives

Our project aims to:
● Engage students in widely-known case studies through interesting resources like
comic strips and infographics to increase their general knowledge.
1.3

Target Audience

Secondary 2 Students in Hwa Chong who:
● Just started writing expository essays and may require more general knowledge
to improve their essays
1.4

Resource

Our resource is a google site that includes 2 main themes: Education, Technology and
Media. Each of these themes consists of 2 case studies, embedded with links to the
articles, as well as 1 infographic and comic strip per case study. There is also a quiz
subpage per theme which allows the student to check on what they learned from the
resource.
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Review

We found a website that presents similar content to ours, as shown below. While the
essays they included are detailed, our website would be more relevant to the students.
Our resource has compiled information, colourful infographics and comic strips to
present the examples.

A disadvantage of the online website is that students can copy the essays and may not
learn anything. Our website only provides the examples, so students will have to think of
explanations by themselves.
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Methodology

We researched on the needs of the target audience proposed, discussed the usefulness
of the resource, and planned the development process before doing so. Afterwards, we
did a pilot test for Hwa Chong Secondary 2 students, collected feedback, and used
them to improve our resource.

3.1

Needs Analysis

We conducted a survey on 53 Hwa Chong secondary 2 students to see if such a
resource was needed.
The survey asked 3 questions:
● Rate on a scale of 1-10 on how much do you wish to have such a lesson
resource?
● What is your stronger subject?
● How do you analyse articles?

❏ 65% of the respondents hoped to have the resource developed
❏ As most students claimed they were better in the Chinese language, so we
should base our resource on English

❏ The last image below shows the preferred method of analysing articles for most
students.(Popular response)

We gathered the students’ methods of analysing articles to find ways to present our
case studies in a better way to suit their methods, making it easier for them to make use
of the case studies.

3.2

Development of resources

Our resource focuses on 2 themes provided by our English teacher, education and
technology. We also included self-designed comics and infographics to help students
understand the articles better

1) Education
Education is commonly discussed amongst students nowadays as it closely relates to
the daily struggles of students in their school. This theme is relatable to many students
as they understand and may even experience what the articles are discussing. Hence,
this theme will allow students to gain more knowledge on the issues that are going to
impact them through our articles.

2) Technology and media
Technology has become a quintessential part of everybody’s lives. While social media
has its benefits, it has downsides too. Through our resource, students can raise their
awareness of the pros and cons of technology, benefiting them tremendously.

➔ Comics
We came up with ideas closely related to the case studies, but altered some parts to
make them logical and interesting, before transforming our finalised ideas into comics.
We also made the characters display various emotions at different scenes to make it
comical.

➔ Infographics
For our infographics, we added background designs and made use of font colours and
word sizes to decorate the infographics.Though we focused on decorating the webpage,
we ensured the content included was relevant and summarised important details into
bulletin.
3.3

Pilot Test 1

We asked 3 questions and collated 79 responses. In English lesson, we conducted a
sharing to our classmates on our resource before asking them to attempt our survey.
These were the questions we asked:
● Were the infographics easy to understand?
● How high is the quality and the standard of our content
● Was the way we shared our answers clear?

The responses were mainly positive.

1. 69.6% of the respondents, which was the majority, agreed that the content was
easily understood, as they rated 1 or 2. This assured us that our infographics
were up to standard. Despite that, we kept trying to improve our work as we felt
that it could have been done better.
2. 58.2% of the students found our resource to be of high standards, rating a 4 or 5.
Since more than half of our respondents felt our content was of high quality, we
did not really make changes to our website .
3. 65.8% of our respondents agreed that the way we shared our answers in the
surveys was clear,proving that our website is reliable.

3.4

Pilot Test 2

We collected a total of 66 responses and we asked 3 questions:
● Were the infographics easy to understand?
● How high is the quality and the standard of our content (on a scale of 1-5)
● Was the way we shared the answer clear?

a) 72.7% of the users agreed that our infographics and comics were clear and
relevant as they rated 1 or 2. More people were satisfied with our improved
content after the changes made.
b) 65.2% of the respondents were happy with the quality of our content since they
rated either a 1 or 2. In comparison with the previous survey results of only
58.2% of the respondents satisfied, there was an improvement.
c) 68.2% of the respondents found our content more viable when they were
sourcing for solutions to the quizzes, which saw an improvement from the
previous 65.8% of users whom agreed so . This ascertains that we improved our
content based on the feedback given .
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Outcome & Discussion

After multiple discussions, our project eventually reached its outcome: a Google site
that aims to help secondary 2 students in Hwa Chong with their expository writing.
● Our homepage has two Youtube videos to introduce students to expository
writing.
● Our website covers two broad themes: education and technology. In each theme,
there are two case studies, with each case study including 3 articles with
annotations at the side for convenient reference.
● Added infographics and comics to summarise the content of the articles and also
make it more engaging and interesting for viewers.
However,
● Our website is still lacking in themes: Though the 2 themes we covered were
broad, students will not be able to explore other themes if they are interested. We
can improve on the project by adding more themes.

Here are some pictures of our webpage:

On our homepage, we welcome users with two videos that introduce them to the term
“exposition”.

This page features a news articles from a trusted source,CNA.We pick relevant articles
from reliable news websites that are commonly visited.Beside the article is a simple
annotation .

This is our comic.The comics re-enact scenes possible in reality and speech bubbles
are of varying colours to emphasise certain phrases/words.Font type and size is also
different for the last two scenes(eg), to interest viewers since there are merely words
there.

This is our infographic.It includes main details of the event summarised in bullet points
.Font size and colour are varying.The title is also enlarged to emphasise the event.

This is our quiz.Our quizzes are based on case studies.Each quiz consists of two MCQ
and one Free-Response question.Including a free response questions allows students
to reflect on their answers and gauge their understanding of the articles.
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Conclusion

There were challenges along the way of developing Project Argticle. It required time and
effort to design the comics and source for relevant articles. This project has allowed all
of us to learn important skills such as innovation and research techniques. Innovation
helped us to find common problems faced on a daily basis by students while research
techniques were essential in searching for relevant articles . We also learnt other skills
like communication and this was the key for our project to be successful as we
encountered difficulty when deciding the distribution of work per person.
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